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A General Family of Multivariable Digital 
Lattice Filters 
Absfruct-Lattice structures are developed for the realization of 
M -input p-output discrete-time all-pass transfer matrices H(z), given in 
the form of a right matrix-fraction description (MFD): H(r) = 
N(z) D- ’ (z). The procedure is based on the generation of a sequence of 
all pass matrices of successively decreasing order, by matrix LBR two-pair 
extraction. Two cases are distinguished: the first case is when none of the 
intermediate allpass matrices is degenerate. For this case, the resulting 
structures are in the form of a cascade of matrix two-pairs separated by 
vector delays, with each two-pair being a multi-input multi-output digital 
filter structure characterized by an orthogonal transfer matrix of dimension 
(m + p) X ( M + p). The structures are in general either completely control- 
lable or completely observable, depending upon the location of the delay 
elements. The synthesis technique also leads to a procedure for obtaining 
the greatest common right divisor between the polynomial matrices in- 
volved in the MFD. The results are extended to the cascaded-lattice 
synthesis of arbitrary stable transfer matrices by an embedding process. 
The developments of this paper automatically place in evidence a procedure 
for testing the stability of a transfer matrix. A special case of the resulting 
structures when p = m = 1 gives rise to the well-known Gray-Markel 
digital lattice structures, whereas another special case with p = 2 and 
M = 1 leads to certain recently reported orthogonal digital fitlers. The 
second case, where some of the intermediate allpass matrices are degener- 
ate, is handled separately, leading to a modified form of cascaded-multivari- 
able lattice structures. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
T HE generation of digital lattice filters for scalar all-pass transfer functions of the form 
H(z) = z-NB(z-l)/B(z) 0) 
can be interpreted from a number of different, but related, 
viewpoints. For example, the synthesis can be related to 
the theory of orthogonal polynomials [l], [2]. The synthesis 
is also inherently related to the well-known Levinson’s 
recursion [4] and can be viewed as an algorithm for the 
inversion of a Toeplitz matrix, which also arises in the 
theory of linear prediction. The extension of the linear-pre- 
diction concepts and the Levinson’s recursion scheme to 
vector processes is well known [5], [6]. The mathematical 
structure offered by such extensions has already been used 
by some authors for the generation of digital lattice filters 
with multiple inputs and outputs [7], [8]. For example, 
Henrot and Mullis [8] have judiciously adapted the 
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Levinson algorithm for the synthesis of “orthogonal digital 
filters” with one input and two outputs, with the ultimate 
purpose of realizing an arbitrary scalar transfer function, 
in the form of a cascade of a generalization of the well- 
known lattice structures. Some of these lattice structures 
are related, in turn, to the concept of losslessness, and the 
relation between Levinson’s filters and lossless functions 
itself is known [9], [23], [24]. Finally, the relation between 
cascade synthesis of lossless functions and the 
Nevanlinna-Pick interpolation problem has also been 
studied [22] by Delsarte et al. 
The purpose of this paper is to develop a synthesis 
procedure for a m-input p-output Lossless Bounded Real 
(LBR) transfer matrix, given in the form of a right Matrix 
Fraction Description (MFD) [lo], [17]: 
H(z) = N(z)D-l(z) (2) 
where N(z) and D(z) are p x m and m x m polynomial 
matrices, respectively. The synthesis procedure leads to a 
cascaded vector lattice structure, with adjacent lattice 
building blocks being separated by vector delays as shown 
in Fig. 1. Each lattice building block has an orthogonal 
transfer matrix, and is an extension of the 2X2 lattice 
transfer matrix [l]. The synthesis procedure is based en- 
tirely on the LBR-extraction approach [ll], and is devel- 
oped in a self-contained manner. Basically, given an LBR 
transfer matrix G,(z), we generate a sequence of LBR 
transfer matrices G,- i( z), G,+,(z), _ . . by successive LBR 
two-pair extraction, such that G,,-,(z) has lower order 
than G,,,(z). We distinguish two main cases. The first one is 
where all G,(z) are “nondegenerate” (to be defined) all- 
pass matrices. The second case is where some of the 
intermediate allpass functions G,,,(z) are degenerate in a 
certain sense. The second case mentioned above is handled 
separately in the Appendix, so that the main text has a 
smooth flow. Unless mentioned otherwise, comments in 
the main text pertain to the first case. Even though the 
synthesis procedure can possibly be related to a suitably 
modified Levinson’s recursion and matrix orthogonal poly- 
nomial theory [12], no attempt has been made here to 
explicitly analyze such relationships. One motivation for an 
independent derivation of the lattice structures, among 
others, is that the existence (and derivation) does not seem 
to follow in an obvious manner from known theory, for 
arbitrary p and m (p # m in general). The structures 
developed in this paper are such that the well-known 
Gray-Markel normalized-lattice structures are obtained 
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Fig. 1. Cascaded lattice for p x M N(z) 
with p = m =l. Similarly, structures developed in [8] and 
[13] result with p = 2 and m = 1. 
In Section II we review some basic concepts and nota- 
tions. Section III deals with the “order-reduction problem,” 
based on the LBR matrix two-pair extraction approach. 
This is the key for the entire synthesis procedure. A 
numerical example is included here to illustrate the 
synthesis. In Section IV several properties of the structures 
are developed, including inherent stability, controllability, 
observability, and possible minimality. In Section V it is 
shown that, with LBR transfer matrices given in the form 
of nonminimal MFD’s, the synthesis procedure directly 
places in evidence a greatest common right divisor. (In fact, 
the synthesis terminates in a “prematured manner,” and 
the “controllable form” automatically becomes a minimal 
realization, even though the given MFD is nonminimal.) 
Finally, Section VI outlines the synthesis of arbitrary stable 
transfer matrices in the form of a cascaded lattice. 
II. PRELIMINARIES 
Notations 
In this paper, superscript t stands for matrix transposi- 
tion, whereas superscript dagger (t) stands for transposi- 
tion followed by complex conjugation. Boldface letters 
denote matrices and vectors. The tilde accent stands for 
transposition followed by reciprocation of functional argu- 
ment; for example, H(z) = H’(z-‘). The notation A G B 
(where A and B are square matrices of equal dimensions) 
is abbreviation for “B - A is positive semidefinite.” Simi- 
larly, A < B means “B - A is positive definite.” I,,, de- 
notes the identity matrix of dimension m x m. For a (real 
symmetric) positive definite matrix P, we define its square 
root P1l2 according to the factorization P = P1/2P’/2 
where Pt/2 is the transpose of P112. 
An m-input p-output linear-shift invariant discrete-time 
system can be described by a p x m transfer matrix H(z). 
In this paper, we deal exclusively with right matrix fraction 
descriptions (MFD) [lo], [17] of H(z), as in (2). The MFD 
is said to be “irreducible” if N(z) and D(z) are right- 
coprime, i.e., any greatest common right divisor is an 
m x m unimodular matrix-polynomial.’ A matrix transfer 
function H(z) with rational entries is said to be LBR 
(lossless bounded real [14]) if (a) H(z) is a real matrix for 
real z, (b) H(z) is “stable,” i.e., all zeros of det D(z) in an 
irreducible MFD are strictly within the unit circle, and (c) 
Ht(ej”)H(ej”) is the m x m identity matrix 1,. It can be 
shown that a p x m transfer matrix H(z) cannot be LBR 
if p -C m (see Appendix Al). We, therefore, assume p 2 m. 
‘A unimodular matrix polynomial W(t) is a square matrix, with 
det W(z) = constant # 0. 
Fig. 2. The matrix two-pair. 
Note that “scattering matrices” of continuous-time lossless 
multiports satisfy the LBR property, but are always square 
matrices (i.e., p = m). The synthesis methods we develop 
in this paper, however, hold for arbitrary p >, m. 
An important property of an LBR transfer matrix is the 
following equality: 
II’(z-‘)II(z) = I,, for all z. (34 
Another extremely important inequality, satisfied by a 
p x m LBR transfer matrix H(z), is the following: 
A proof, based only on linear-system theory arguments, is 
included in Appendix A2. (We feel that the inequality is 
not quite obvious because, a p x m LBR matrix cannot be 
obtained by straightforward transformations of impedance 
matrices, which are square, into the scattering domain. See 
also [20], [21].) As we shall see, the above inequality plays a 
crucial role in our lattice-generation procedure. It can be 
shown that, if the inequality of (3b) is not strict for some z0 
in ]za] > 1, i.e, if there exists a vector V f 0 such that 
V+II+(z,)H(z,)V= v+v, M ’ 1 
then H(z)V is constant for all z. In other words, H(z) is 
memoryless in the direction I’. Elaborations of these de- 
tails are included in Appendix A2. In this paper, we have 
frequent occasion to use the parameter 
Lx-=I+) 
where H(z) is a p x m BR matrix. Many of the steps 
involved in our synthesis procedures are valid only if the 
matrix (1, - ZrX) is nonsingular. This in turn is true if 
and only if the BR function H(z) is nondegenerate, as 
shown in Appendix A2. The situations where (I,,, - .XtxC) 
has a rank-defect (i.e., is singular) is handled separately in 
Appendix A4, so as to maximize the clarity of the main 
text. 
A matrix digital two-pair is a (m + p)-input (m + p)- 
output system, as shown in Fig. 2, with a transfer matrix 
description: 
Y(z) = y,(z) 
[ II 
~ll(4 z-12(4 Xl(Z) 
Y,(z) = T,,(z) Ii I T,,(z) X2(“) 
=T(z)X(z). (4) 
Here X,(z) and X,(z) are vectors of dimensions m and p, 
respectively. Likewise, Y,(z) and Y2(z) are vectors of 
dimensions p and m, respectively. 
‘In this paper, a transfer matrix that is not memoryless in any direction 
is termed nondegenerate. If it is memoryless in some direction, we call it 
degenerate. 
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The two-pair can also be described by the chain parame- 
ters: 
The two descriptions are related through: 
A = T;1’, B = - T;1T22 
C = Tl,T;ll, D = T12 - T11T2;1T22 (6) 
and 
T,, = CA -l, T,,=D-CA-IB 
Tzl = A -l, Tz2 = - A -‘B. (7) 
Note that A and Tzl are square matrices. (The inverses of 
A and Tzl are assumed to exist, in (6), (7). In Section III 
we indicate situations where these inverses do not exist, 
and also indicate how these can be handled.) Thus a matrix 
digital two-pair is essentially a digital two-pair [18] such 
that some or all of the chain parameters are matrices or 
vectors. Given a p x m transfer matrix Gk(z), the “extrac- 
tion” of a matrix digital two-pair, leading to a remainder 
G,-,(z) is sketched in Fig. 3. The matrices G,(z) and 
G,-,(z) are related by 
Gk&z)=(D-GG,B)-‘(G,A-C) (8) 
G,(z)=(~+DG,-,)(A+BG,-J' (9) 
where A, B, C, D are the chain parameters of the extracted 
two-pair. Note that (8) and (9) are equivalent. Equation (8) 
is suitable for left-MFD descriptions, whereas (9) is suit- 
able for right-MFD descriptions. 
A matrix two-pair is said to be LBR if its transfer matrix 
T(z) is LBR. In terms of the chain parameters, the LBR 
property of a stable two-pair (with T(z) real for real z) is 
equivalent to the following set of conditions: 
i(zt(z)C(z) =I, 004 
b(z)D(~)-Zl(z)B(z) = Ip w4 
a(z)B(z) =c(z)D(z). W) 
This can be compactly expressed [19] in the form 
6(z)J@(z) = J 
where O(z) is the chain matrix 
and L 0 
J= 0 [ I --I . P 
Moreover, the inequality of (3b) which holds for an LBR 
two-pair transfer matrix can be re-expressed in terms of the 
chain matrix 0 (z) as 
O+(z)JO(z)> J, ]z]>l. 
Note that a constant matrix two-pair is LBR if and only 
Q,(z) 
Ill Ill 
-zEB 
Or&) 
P P 
Fig. 3. Matrix two-pair extraction 
if the (constant) transfer matrix T is orthogonal i.e., 
T’T = I,,,,,. 
III. THE LBR EXTRACTION STEP 
In this section, ,we solve the central problem that is basic 
to our lattice synthesis. Given a p x m LBR transfer 
matrix Gk(z) in right-MFD form 
Gk(z) =iV,(z)D,‘(z). (11) 
We wish to “extract” a constant matrix LBR two-pair with 
chain parameters A,, Bk, C,, D, such that the remainder is 
a p X m LBR matrix of the form 
Z -lGk-l(z) = z-lN,-,(z)D,=‘,(z) (12) 
where iVk(z), Dk(z), Nk-i(z), D,-,(z) are polynomial 
matrices given by 
N,(z) = i Ak;~-i 
i=O 
Ok(z)= 5 Bkrz-’ 03) 
i=O 
k-l 
Z -‘Nk-,(z) = z-l c Ak--l,i~-i 
i=o 
k-l 
D,_,(z)= c B,-,,iz-i. 
i=O 
(14) 
Here Ajj are p X m real matrices, whereas Bji are m X m 
real matrices. (According to linear-systems terminology 
[lo], the remainder Z-lG,-, (z) is “strictly” proper, i.e., it 
tends to 0 as z -+ cc.) Thus Gk(z) is an MFD of degree k, 
(i.e., the polynomial matrices involved have degree k) 
whereas G,-,(z) has degree k - 1. Given a p X m LBR 
matrix G,(z): 
G,(z) = Tv(z)D,‘(z) 05) 
if the above extraction process is performed N times, then 
G,(z) can be realized as a cascade of matrix-LBR two- 
pairs, with successive two-pairs separated by vector delays 
(see Fig. 4). We assume that iVN(z) and DN(z) have the 
form 
N,(z) = 5 A,i~-i, DN(z)= 5 BNlz-i (16) 
i=O r=O 
with BNo = DN(co) being nonsingular. (In other words, 
DN(z) is a regular polynomial matrix [15].) Now with BNo 
assumed to be nonsingular, we might as well take it to be 
I,. As we shall see, if we assume Bko = I,,,, the remainder 
G,-,(z) has the property Bk-l,O = I,,,. 
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Fig. 4. Cascaded lattice realization of G,,, (2). B = NL( co) (25) 
ensures the order reduction. The choice of A is flexible, 
and by& choosing A = I,,,, we arrive at a remainder for 
which Dk( co) = & = I,,,. The choice of C is governed by 
(21). In summary, the following set of chain parameters: 
Fig. 5. The order reduction problem. 
A= I,,,, -B=X^‘, C=S, D=Ip (26) 
with the p x m matrix X given by 
The Order-Reduction Problem X = Gk(m) = N,(co) (27) 
Given an LBR MFD Gk(z) as described in (11) and (13) 
with Dk(co) = Im, we first examine the following problem: 
leads to the desired order reduction. However, the two-pair 
extract a two-pair with constant chain parameters 
described by the above set of chain parameters is not LBR 
{A, B, C, D} such that the remainder Gk(z) (Fig. 5) is of 
because (1Oa) and (lob) are not satisfied. In fact, instead of 
the form 
(lOa)-(10c) we actually have 
Gk(Z) =fik(z)b,yz) (17) 
XA-&=I,,,-.%? @a) 
k-l k-l ~~D-BB=I,-.zW (28b) 
fik(Z) = z-l c &z-i, B,(z) = c bk,iz-i. 
i=O i=O 
KB=.ft=t~. (28~) 
(18) Accordingly, we should “scale” the chain parameters so 
In other words, let us temporarily relax the restriction that 
that the extracted two-pair becomes LBR; this is done 
the two-pair and the remainder should be LBR, and con- 
next. Now G,(z) being LBR, the p X m matrix X defined 
centrate only on order reduction. We assume D = Ip, and 
by (27) satisfies 
show that A, B, and C can be determined such that the .f’Lv < Im (29) 
order-reduction is accomplished. It is shown in Appendix 
A3 that G, and Gk are related as 
by (3b). The following inequality, therefore, follows 
D, = Ab, + Brir, (19) 
XX-‘< Ip (30) 
Nk=Cijk+DJiTk. (20) 
because the nonzero eigenvalues of .YtY and .%?Y’ are 
the same. Consequently, the matrices on the right side of 
Equations (19) and (20) are true within an arbitrary corn- (28a) and (28b) are positive semidefinite and can be 
mon right-divisor, which can be cancelled in the right factorized as 
MFD of (11). 
Now, we are trying to find the chain parameters Im-X’s?= [I,-xw]“2[I,-.x~x]f’2 (31) 
A, B, C, D such that Nk(z) is forced to have the form 
shown in (18). This can be accomplished simply by picking 
Ip-XX’= [I,-~~t]“2[I,-~~~]f’2. (32) 
C so that it satisfies Recall that, if Gk( z) is nondegenerate (Appendix A2), then 
d,(m) = N,(a). (21) (29) and (30) are strict inequalities, and hence (1, - X’X) 
From (19) and (20) we also get 
and ( Ip - XX’) are strictly positive definite. The inverses 
of the matrices in (31), (32) then exist. Thus A - BC is 
b-,(z)=(A-BC)-‘[D,(z)-BNk(z)]. (22) 
nonsingular, and (22) is valid. Thus if the chain parameters 
are redefined as 
In writing (22), it is implicitly assumed that the matrix 
(A - BC) is nonsingular. It can be shown (see comments 
following 32) that (A - BC) is nonsingular if and only if 
Gk(z) is nondegenerate. 
In order to reduce the degree of b,(z) to k - 1, it is 
sufficient to choose B so that 
A = [I, - X’W] -I’*, B=.P[Ip-XXf]-t’2 
C=X[I,,,-Xtx]-“*, D= [Ip-.Wt]-r’2 
(33) 
the extracted two-pair is indeed LBR, and the new re- 
(23) mainder is 
Moreover, if G,(z) is LBR, then an equality analogous to Z-@-,(Z) = z-lNk-l(z)D~?l(z) (34) 
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we observe that 
1 (a) Gk-i(z) is real for real z. 
(b) From Eqn. (8) it can be verified that 
G,i-l(eJo)Gk-l(eio)= I,,,. This is because the two- 
pair is LBR, and G,(z) itself is LBR. 
It, therefore, only remains to show that Gk-r(z) is stable, 
in order to establish that G,-,(z) is LBR. 
Fig. 6. The LBR matrix two-pair lattice. 
Recall that Gk(z) = Nk(z)Dil( z) is stable; this does 
not, however, imply that all determinantal zeros of D,(z) 
where 
are in lzl < 1. This is because { Nk(z), Dk(z)} may not be 
right-coprime, i.e., the MFD may not be irreducible. Thus 
z-~N~-~(z) = D-‘tik(z); D,-,(z) = A-‘hk(z) let 
(35) Nk(z) = Nk(z)R(z) (39) 
with A and D being as defined in (33). Note that the LBR &c(Z) =5k(z)R(z) (40) 
two-pair described by (33) has transfer matrix: 
.x 
Tk = 
( Ip - my* 
(Im-.xtw)t’2 -(Im-x9i?)r’2.x’(Ip-xxt)-r’2 
(36) 
which can be verified to be orthogonal, as expected. The 
overall situation is shown in Fig. 6. Notice the resemblance where R(z) is a greatest common right divisor (GCRD) of 
to the normalized Gray-Markel scalar lattice [l]. It is Nk( z) and Dk( z), so that { Ek( z), Bk( z)} are right coprime. 
easily shown that Nk-t(z) and D,-,(z) have the following When we say G,(z) is stable, we mean: 
explicit expressions: det~k(zo)=O=l~ol<l. (41) 
Z -lN,-,(z)= (r,-~~t)-“2[Nk(z)-2f~k(z)] Now, from (37a) and (37b): 
(37a) z-lN k-1(z) = (ID -sfxy’[ly,(z)-3?-5,(z)]R(z) 
D,-,(z) = (Im- XtX)-1’2[Dk(z)-XtNk(z)] 
~ ‘ 
(37b) 
Dk-l(Z) = (Im - 2?t3?)-“2 (42) 
where X is given by (27) and satisfies (29) and (30). This 
‘[Dk(z)-~‘N,(z)]R(z). (43) 
then gives us the formula for computing the remainder Thus Gkel(Z) is stable provided: 
function Gkel(z). We emphasize here that, if the LBR 
matrix Gk(z) is degenerate, then I, - X’X is singular, 
det[~k(z,)-.Yt~k(z,,)] =0 * lzol<l. (44) 
and (33) and (36) do not hold. Appendix A4 handles this Let us assume the contrary, i.e., let 
situation. for some lzOl 21. 
Now, from (37b) we have 
det[~k(zo)-Xt~k(z,)] =O, 
D,-,(co) = (I, - YtX)-1’2(Im - .X’X)D,(co). 
(4% 
By stability of Gk(z), sk(zO) is nonsingular, hence (45) is 
(38a) equivalent to 
Recall that Dk(cc) = I,, hence, det [I,,, - X’G,( z,)] = 0, lzol a 1 (46) 
D,-,(oo) = (I, - XIX) t’2. (38b) that is, there exists a nonnull vector V such that 
As long as G,(z) is nondegenerate, D,-,(co) is, therefore, [I, - PG,(z,)] V= 0. (47) 
nonsingular, so that the earlier recursion step can be re- 
peated. 
Equation (47) implies 
V+V= V+G,~(Z~).X-.%-‘G,(~,)V. (48) 
The Remainder After Extraction Bitt we know, XY’ < Ip (equation (30)) (Gk(z) being 
We wish to repeat the above LBR extraction process by assumed nondegenerate), hence (48) implies 
working on G,-,(z) so that, after a finite number of such 
steps, a complete cascaded lattice is obtained. In order to 
V+V< V+G~(zo)Gk(zO)V. (49) 
do this, we need to prove that Gk-t(z) is LBR. To this end Thus by LBR property of Gk( z) (Equation (3b)), this 
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implies It can be verified that Gs(z) is LBR. Note that BNo is 
v+v< v+v (50) 
nonsingular, and therefore we can carry out the synthesis 
procedure successfully ( BN,, is not I, but can be normal- 
which is a contradiction. This, then, establishes that Jz,,] < 1, ized to I*). The S? parameter of the first stage is, by (27) 
i.e., that G,-,(z) is stable and hence LBR. 
X3 = G3(oo) = N,(m)D;‘(oo) 
Completion of Synthesis 
Given a p x m LBR transfer matrix G,(z), one can 
repeat the LBR extraction process until the remainder is a 
= [K: E;;]. 
constant P X m matrix 9 such that .%?S = 1,. This finally After extraction of the appropriate lattice section, the 
gives rise to the terminated cascaded realization of Fig. 4, remainder LBR matrix is G*(z) = N2(z)Dp1( z) and can 
provided that each of the intermediate LBR transfer be found from (37a), (37b) to be 
matrices Gk( z) is nondegenerate. 
If, however, Gk(z) turns out to be degenerate for some 
k, then the matrices ( Im - x’x) and (I, - XX?‘) are 
singular. Because of this rank defect, the order reduction 
N,(z) = [ k[; kki;]+ z-‘[ -1;;; iii!%] 
procedure described earlier breaks down. Under such a 
situation, we can obtain a lower dimensional LBR matrix 
Cl’)< z) of dimension ( p - r)x (m.- r) such that Gf)( z) 
+z-*[II”: pKBJ 
is nondegenerate. (The procedure for this is described in 0 667 
~*(z>= [o:o 
0.333 0.223 
Appendix A4.) We can then proceed to do the order 0.333 1 [ +z-l 0.095 1.136 0.719 1 
reduction on Gf)(z) to obtain the remainder G,-,(z). 
Thus the cascaded lattice structure now has a different 
+ z-2 0.512 
[ 
0.432 
0.257 
appearance. In Fig. 9 we show an example of this type. 
1 0.045 . 
Here the 3 x 3 LBR matrices Gd( z) and G3( z) are nonde- In a similar manner, we can continue the extraction pro- 
generate, but G,(z) is degenerate. The 2 X 2 LBR function cess. Thus for the next extraction, the x parameter is 
Gjy z), which js extracted from G2(z) as described in 
Appendix A4, is then synthesized by conventional order X2 = N2(co)D;‘(oo) = 
reduction techniques. When drawing Fig. 9, it is assumed 
[E;; j%] 
is G,(z) = N,(z)D,‘(z) that Gl’)( Z) and G,(z) are nondegenerate. and the next LBR-remainder It should be noticed here that, if an all-pass transfer where 
matrix is 2 X 1 (i.e., single-input and two-outputs), then it is 
nondegenerate (unless it is a constant). Consequently, the 
matrices (I, - Sty) and ( Ip - ZS?‘) are of full rank 
throughout the synthesis process. Thus, the 2X1 all-pass 
structures reported in [8], [13] are entirely free from degen- 
eracy problems. 
A Numerical Example of Lattice Synthesis 
Consider the following 2-input 3-output transfer matrix 
(p = 3, m = 2) G3(z) = NJ(z)D;l(z) where 
1.837 - 9.186 - 
12.728 1 + z-l [ 0.553 - 4.286 N,(z) = 0.0 4.453 14.254 .919 - 9.290 - 6.016 - 3.79  1 
- 0.697 11.790 
+ z-* 6.683 -5.331 1 - .  11.894 + z-3[ I\;:X~] 
D3(z) = p%” -;;:;;;]+z-l[ -;I;;; -5.060] 
18.690 
+ z-2 [ 
- 
1.752 13.476 1 9 020 - 1 028
6.160 
-7.671 1 ’ 
One more extraction is required to complete the synthesis. 
The xparameter for the final extraction is 
Xl = N,(ao)D,‘(co) = [ ;:;-; E?]. 0.0
After the extraction, we are left with the constant re- 
mainder 9 that forms the “termination” of the cascade. 
92 = [ gi; -p;]. 
It can be verified that .% is LBR, i.e., gt.%? = 12. The 
synthesis process is now complete. 
IV. PROPERTIESOFTHERECURSIONPROCEDURE 
In this section, a number of important properties of the 
recursion procedure are developed. Unless mentioned 
otherwise, all G,(z) are assumed to be nondegenerate. 
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Property 1: 
If the MFD G,(z) = Nk(z)Dll(z) is irreducible, then 
the MFD G,- i( z) = Nk- i( z)Di?i( z) is also irreducible. 
Proof: According to “Bezout Identity” [lo], a right 
MFD H(z) = N(z)D-‘(z) is irreducible if and only if 
there exist polynomial matrices X(z) and Y(z) such that 
X(z)N(z)+Y(z)D(z)=~m. (51) 
Note that all polynomials are “polynomials in z-l.” Since 
Nk( z)Di ‘( z) is irreducible, we, therefore, have 
N4N&)+y(44(4 = cl 
for some X(z), Y(z). But G,(z) and G,-,(z) are related 
by 
N,(z) = cD,&,(z)+Dz-lN,-,(z) (52) 
Dk(Z)=ADk&l(z)+Bz-lNk&l(Z). (53) 
Consequently, the following identity holds: 
D(W+ Ywm-1(4 
+[x(z)Dz-‘+Y(z)Bz-‘]Nk~,(z)=Im (54) 
which shows that Nk-i(z)Di?i(z) is indeed irreducible. 
Property 2: 
Let Gk(z) be a p X m LBR transfer matrix, with a right 
MFD as in (11). Let the m X m matrix R(z) be a right- 
common divisor of Nk(z) and Dk(z), i.e., let 
N,(z)=&(z)R(z) D,(z)=&(z)R(z) (55) 
where N,(z) and Sk(z) are polynomial matrices. Then 
from (37a) and (37b) it is clear that R(z) is also a 
right-common divisor of Nk-i( z) and D,-,(z). Moreover, 
according to Property 1 above, if N,(z) and Dk(z) are 
right-coprime, then the polynomials 
[Nk(z)--~Bk(z)] and [Dk(z)-xrNk(z)] (56) 
are right-coprime. Thus if R(z) is a GCRD of (Nk, Dk), 
then it is also a GCRD of the polynomials (Nk-i, D,-,). 
Conversely, if R(z) is a GCRD of Nk-i(z) and Dk-i(z), 
then it is a GCRD of Nk(z) and Dk(z) as well. In order to 
see this, note that (37a), (37b) imply the following: 
N,(z)-X&(z)= (Ip-.X~‘)“2z-‘Nk~,(z) 
(57) 
I&(z)-.XfNk(z) = (I,/ Xf5T)“2Dk-,(z). (58) 
If R(z) is a right-common divisor of NkIvk-i(z) and Dk-i(z), 
then Nk-i(z)R-‘(z) and Dk-i(~)R-l(z) are matrix poly- 
nomials. Hence the following matrices are polynomials: 
and 
2-‘N,(z)R-l(z)-X?XD,(z)R-‘(z) (59) 
Dk(z)R-l(z)-XfNk(z)R-‘(z). (60) 
Adding these, it is clear that (I,,, - xrX)D,( z)R-‘( z) is a 
polynomial, hence R(z) is a right divisor of Dk(z). Simi- 
larly, it can be verified that R(z) is a right divisor of 
Nk(z). By invoking Bezout’s Identity again, it can further 
be verified that if R(z) is a GCRD of N+i(z) and 
D,-,(z), then D,(z)R-‘(z) and N,(z)R-i(z) are right- 
coprime, hence R(z) is also a GCRD of D,Jz) and Nk(z). 
These results can be summarized as follows: 
Property 2: R(z) is a greatest right-common divisor 
(GCRD) of Nk(z) and Dk(z) if and only if it is a 
GCRD of Nk-i(z) and D,-,(z). 
Property 3: Propagation of the GCRD 
As a consequence of Property 2, given an LBR matrix 
G,(z), any GCRD R(z) of NN(z) and DN(z) propagates 
down the line, as the synthesis progresses. Eventually, a 
stage is reached when we have the following situation: 
Ni(z) = 9%‘.R(z)W(z), Q(z)= R(z)W(z) (61) 
where W(z) is a m X m unimodular matrix, and 9 is a 
p X m (constant) matrix, such that 9’9 = I,. If we try to 
perform further LBR extraction, then the lattice parameter 
is 
4 = w (62) 
hence (I,&‘%) is null. We do not, therefore, need to 
proceed any farther, and the synthesis terminates in a 
“prematured manner.” The matrix .%’ now forms the 
“ termination” of the cascaded lattice. 
Thus, given an arbitrary p x m LBR transfer matrix the 
above synthesis procedure automatically reveals a GCRD 
as a by-product. The GCRD can then be used to reduce 
the given MFD to “minimal form,” for other possible 
applications. 
Let us make one further observation. Recall that DN(z) 
is given by 
DN(z) = (BN,zN+ BN1zN-I+ . . . + BNN)~-N (63) 
Recall also our assumption that B,, is nonsingular. In 
particular, none of the columns of BNO can be null, hence, 
the column-degree of each column in DN(z) is equal to N. 
The nonsingularity of B,, also implies that DN(z) is 
column reduced [lo], hence, 
degdetD,(z)= g N=mN. (64) 
i=l 
With R(z) the GCRD of NN(z) and DN(z) of a given 
LBR transfer matrix, we thus have 
degdetD,(z) = mN 
=degdet&,,(z)+degdetR(z). (65) 
Let R(z) be of the form 
R(z) = R, + R1z-l + a.. + R,,z-~‘. (66) 
By the assumption that B,, is nonsingular and that all 
intermediate LBR functions G,(z) are nondegenerate, it is 
clear that R, is nonsingular (see (38) and discussions 
thereof). Thus R(z) is column-reduced sand hence 
degdet R(z) = mN,. Moreover, in view of the above form 
of R(z), it is clear that (at most) N - Ni steps of order- 
reduction have taken place thus far. Hence the number of 
delay units in a cascade of the form of Fig. 1 is at most 
equal to (N - N,)m. From (65) it is also clear that 
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Fig. 7. Pertaining to the state observability property. 
the McMillan degree of G,(z) is 
degdetE,(z)= (N- N,)m. (67) 
In summary, the number of delays in Fig. 1 is precisely 
equal to the McMillan degree of GN(z). In other words, 
even if the given LBR transfer matrix GN(z) is not irre- 
ducible, the synthesis procedure automatically gives rise to 
a minimal realization because of prematured termination. 
The next property pertains to an equivalent realization 
of Fig. 4. By moving the delay units in Fig. 4 from the top 
lines to the bottom lines, the obviously equivalent reali- 
zation of Fig. 7 is obtained. Unlike Fig. 4, Fig. 7 however 
represents a nonminimal realization (unless p = m). How- 
ever, it still turns out to be a completely observable realiza- 
tion. 
Property 4: 
The lattice realization of Fig. 7 for the p X m LBR 
transfer matrix G,(z) is completely observable, even if 
G,(z) = NN(z)Dil(z) is not in irreducible form. (More- 
over, if p = m, then Fig. 7 represents a minimal realization.) 
Proof: With state-variables as indicated in Fig. 7, the 
overall system can be described by 
x(n+l)=dx(n)+.@‘u(n) (68) 
y(n)=Vx(n)+SJu(n) (69) 
where x(n) is a Np-vector defined as 
x(n) = [xi(n) **. xh(n)lf (70) 
with xk(n) being p-vectors, as indicated in the figure. The 
state matrices are given by 
and 
Al2 0 
A A23 22 
. . 
0 
0 
. . 
. . . 
. . . 
. . 01. (72) 
The exact forms of the matrices g and 52 are not of 
interest here. Each Aij is p X p and so is C,. The crucial 
point is that the following matrices: 
A121 A,,, A34,. . *, AN--~,N (73) 
which occur on the upper block-diagonal of A? are of the 
form: 
Ai-l,i = ( Ip - 3E;qy2, j=N;l-i (74) 
where Xj is the Zparameter of the jth LBR matrix 
two-pair. These matrices are, therefore, nonsingular. More- 
over, 
Cl = ( Ip - YNx;y2 (75) 
is nonsingular too. The “PBH-rank test,” which is stated 
below for convenience, then reveals that {V, &} is com- 
pletely observable. 
The Popov - Belevitch - Hautus (PBH) Test [lo]: The pair 
{ %?, &‘} is completely observable if and only if there does 
not exist an eigenvector of ~2 orthogonal to all rows of %?. 
Indeed, let V = [V{ Vi . . . I’,,]’ be a vector such that 
and 
‘MV=AV 
vv= 0. 
Because of the nonsingularity of 
V, = 0. Consequently, (76) implies 
A,$‘, = 0 
(76) 
(77) 
C,, (77) implies that 
(78) 
and by nonsingularity of A,,, we have V, = 0. Continuing 
in this manner, it is clear that V = 0. Thus there does not 
exist a nonnull vector satisfying (76) and (77) which 
proves that { %, .&} is completely observable. 
V. SYNTHESIS OF ARBITRARY TRANSFER MATRICES 
Given an arbitrary k X m transfer matrix that is not 
LBR, H(z) = N( z)D- ‘( z) assume that it satisfies 
Hf(ej”)H(ej”) f I, for all w. (This can be achieved by 
scaling with a scalar constant.) Since H(z) is not LBR, we 
cannot directly employ the cascaded-lattice synthesis pro- 
cedure described earlier. However, we can construct an 
LBR transfer matrix, G,(z) such that synthesis of G,(z) 
leads also to the synthesis of H(z). Thus define a new 
transfer matrix 
GN(4 = N(z) -1 [ 1 n(z) D (z) (79) 
where n(z) is a matrix polynomial such that 
ii( =b(~)D(z)-&(z)N(z). (80) 
Clearly, GN( z) is LBR. The existence of n(z) follows from 
the well-known results due to Youla [16], on matrix spec- 
tral factorization. The matrix n(z) is r X m where r is the 
“normal rank” of the polynomial on the right-hand side of 
(80). We have essentially “embedded” H(z) into G,(z), 
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which is p X m LBR (p = r + k), and can be synthesized 
in the form of a terminated cascaded-lattice. Then the first 
k outputs of G,(z) are taken as the system output, and the 
remaining r outputs are ignored. 
It is worth noting that the lattice-synthesis procedure can 
be used for testing the stability of an arbitrary k x m 
transfer matrix H(z). For this, we form an allpass matrix 
G,Jz) from H(z) as described above and then synthesize 
a lattice. The matrix H(z) is stable if GN(z) is stable (i.e., 
LBR) which in turn is true if the .X parameters of the 
lattice-structure satisfy 
for all i. In fact, (81) is not necessary for stability because a 
possible equality in (81) might occur with degenerate all- 
pass matrices. Details of the stability test procedure are 
however more involved, and are outside the scope of this 
paper. 
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Starting from the right-MFD description of a p x m 
LBR transfer matrix (equation (15)) we have obtained two 
equivalent cascaded-lattice structures, as shown in Figs. 4 
and 7. These structures are meaningful as long as none of 
the intermediate allpass matrices G,(z) is degenerate. (The 
case when some of the G,(z) are degenerate allpass func- 
tions is handled by decoupling the memoryless direction 
and reducing the problem dimension as shown in Appen- 
dix A4.) An assumption we made is that the polynomial 
matrix DN(z) (Equation (16)) is “regular,” i.e., the leading 
coefficient B,, nonsingular. The “lattice parameter 
matrices” X; satisfy the conditions of (29) and (30) and 
consequently, each lattice two-pair is a ( p + m) X( p + m) 
real orthogonal matrix. 
The realization of Fig. 1 is minimal, whereas that of Fig. 
7 is “completely observable.” Moreover, the denominator 
DN(z) of the irreducible MFD is automatically “column- 
reduced,” and, therefore, the determinantal degree of DN( z) 
is precisely mN, which is the order of the controllable 
realization of Fig. 4. Thus Fig. 4 is a minimal realization 
for an irreducible LBR MFD. In view of the fact that 
p 2 m for an LBR transfer matrix, the realization of Fig. 7 
is minimal if and only if p = m and the given MFD is 
irreducible. The realization of Fig. 4reduces to the normal- 
ized lattice structure for p = m = 1 and reduces to certain 
known orthogonal digital filter structures for p = 2, m = 1. 
When LBR transfer matrices with nonminimal MFDs 
are synthesized using the procedures outlined, the GCRD 
in the MFD is automatically revealed, and the controllable 
realization of Fig. 1 is in fact still a minimal realization. 
Finally, given an arbitrary (non-LBR) stable transfer ma- 
trix, we have outlined a procedure by which a cascaded- 
lattice realization can be obtained. In addition, a procedure 
for testing the stability of a transfer matrix emerges as a 
byproduct of the synthesis theory. 
APPENDIX Al 
Let H(z) be a p X m LBR transfer matrix. Then, at any 
frequency, say w = 0, we have 
H’( ejO)H( ej0) = I,. (Al) 
The matrix H(ej’) cannot have a row or column rank 
exceeding p, hence if p < m, (Al) cannot be satisfied. This 
shows p 2 m for any p x m LBR matrix. 
APPENDIX A2 
PROOF OF INEQUALITY (3b) 
Let H(z) be any p x m LBR transfer matrix. We then 
have by definition: 
H+(d”)H(ej”) = I,, for all w. 642) 
If x(n) is an input sequence (m-vector) and y(n) the 
corresponding output sequence (p-vector) then (A2) im- 
plies 
Y+(ej”)Y(ej”) = X+(e+)X(eiu). (A3) 
Integrating and applying Parseval’s relation leads to the 
equality: 
co co 
c Y+(n)Y(n)= c x+(n)+) 
n=-m n=-co 
for any finite-energy input. 
Let us apply the following input: 
644) 
645) 
lzol ’ 1. where M is any integer, V is any m-vector, and 
Since H(z) is defined for all lzl >l, we thus have 
y(n) = 
zo”H(zo) v, -co<n<M 
something else, n>M. (A6) 
We, therefore, have 
5 u+(n>y(n) = V+H+(zo)H(zo)V It IZOI*~ 
n=-cc n=-cc 
Q f y+(n)y(n)= fi x+(n)x(n> 
n=--00 il=-cc 
= v+v f IZO1*Y 
“=-cc 
Thus the following inequality: 
V+H+(zo)H(zo)V~ v+v (A8) 
holds for all V, which shows 
H+(zoMz,) d I,, for lzol > 1. 649) 
Note that if H(z) were BR rather than LBR, i.e., if 
H +( e@)H(eiw) < I,, then the inequality of (A9) still holds. 
Let us now consider the possibility of equality in (A8). If 
(A8) is an equality for some V # 0, some z. ( lzol > l), and 
some M in (A5), then this implies that y(n) is identically 
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zero for n > M in (A6). (For, otherwise, the inequality in 
(A7) would be strict.) Now, y(n) can be .written as 
y(n)= t h(n-m)x(m) WO) 
m=-CC 
where h(n) represents the (causal) impulse response matrix 
corresponding to H(z). Since x(m) = 0 for m > M, it is 
clear that equality in (A8) implies 
y(n)=O= f h(n-m)x(m) t-411) 
WI=-* 
y(n+l)=O= f h(n+l-m)x(m) (A12) 
m=-CC 
for n > M. Subtracting (All) from (A12), and remem- 
bering that x(n) is as in (A5), we arrive at the result 
h(n)V=O, n > 0. (Al3) 
In other words, V is orthogonal to all the impulse response 
coefficients except possibly h(0). As a result, H(z)V = 
h(O)V = constant. In summary, if there exists V # 0 such 
that (A8) holds with equality for some z. outside the unit 
circle, then H(z) V = h (0) V = constant for all z, identically. 
In particular, H(oo)V=h(O)V and V+H+(z)H(z)V= V+V 
for all z, for this particular V. 
The condition H(z)V = constant can be expressed in 
words as “H(z) is memoryless in the direction V.” Basi- 
cally, this means that if we apply an input vector sequence 
of the form x(n) = s(n)V where s(n) is scalar, then the 
output sequence y(n) at time n depends only on x(n) and 
not on past values x(n - k), k > 0. A transfer matrix that 
is not memoryless in any direction is termed nondegener- 
ate. Otherwise we call it degenerate. We summarize these 
results as follows: 
Let the p X m transfer matrix H(z) be BR. Then 
H+(z)H(z) < 1, for all z such that IzI al. Moreover, if 
there exists a vector V f 0 such that 
V+H+(z)H(z)V= V+V (Al4 
for some z with IzI >l, then H(z)V= constant for all z, 
and (A14) holds for all z, for this V. Consequently, if H(z) 
is BR and nondegenerate, then (A9) holds with strict 
inequality. 
APPENDIX A3 
PROOF OF (19) AND (20) 
Referring to Fig. 2, by definition of the chain parame- 
ters: 
X1(“) = 4z)Y*W+ N4x2W (Al5) 
Y,(z) =cw-2w+~w~*w. W) 
Let {-G(z), X12(z>,- . . , X,,(z)} be a set of input vectors, 
applied (one at a time), in place of X1(z). Let 
(X21(z),* * -> X,,(z)} be the corresponding set of inputs in 
place of X,(z). Let {Yri(z);.., Yr,(z)} and 
{ Y21(Z>>. . -, Y,,(z)} denote the corresponding outputs in 
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place of Yi( z) and Y2( z), respectively. Define the matrices: 
Then the 
-%(z> = [xd”P12w?-~ -9 %&>I (AI7) 
T(z) = [y,,(4y12(47*. -3 LC41 (‘418) 
-f&(z) = [X2,(4X22(+. -9 X2,(41 (A19) 
g2+> = P-21WY,2(4~~ .? Y,A41. (A201 
following equations are true: 
3-1(z) = 44~2Z(z)+ N49-2(4 (A21) 
Wz) =C(z)~*:(z)+D(z)~*(z). (A22) 
Now it is clear from Fig. 5 that .!Z2(z) and gZ( z) are 
related as 
2-*(z) =l+~(z)b,‘(z)cv*(z). (~23) 
Thus (A21) and (A22) become 
-f&(z) = [A(z)+B(z)~~,(z)~),‘(z)l~2,(z) 
q(z) = [C(z)+D(Z)fik(Z)b)k1(Z)]~2(z). 
(A24 
If we now pick -%-r(z) = Dk(z) then 
%(z> = ‘%(z)%(z) = Nc(z)K’(4~&) = K(z) 
(~25) 
whence (A24) becomes 
4(z) = [A(z)~),(z)+B(z)~~(Z)l~)k1(Z)~22(Z) 
(A26) 
K(z) = [C(Z)~)k(Z)+~(Z)~~(z)l~)k1(Z)~22(z) 
(A27) 
which establishes (19) and (20) within an arbitrary com- 
mon right-divisor matrix. 
APPENDIX A4 
Let G,(z) be a degenerate p x m LBR transfer matrix 
that is memoryless in the direction V, i.e., G,(z)V = 
constant = c. Assume V+V =l without loss of generality. 
Now consider the new p x m matrix 
H,(z) = G,c(z)S (A28) 
where S is an m X m orthogonal matrix, whose first col- 
umn is V. Clearly, Hk(z) continues to be p x m LBR. 
Moreover, Hk(z) is in the form 
H,(z) = [c &(z)] (A29) 
where ctc = 1. Let us now define a p x p orthogonal 
matrix R with first row equal to ct 
R= c+ [ 1 c . (‘w 
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Fig. 8. Pertaining to decoupling of the memoryless direction. 
G;(L) G;(z) CP’cz, 2 G;(z) 
Fig. 9. An example of demonstrating defective rank cases. 
Clearly RN,(z) is also p X m LBR, and we have [91 
RH,(z) = RG,(z)S = 
UOI 
= [: G&z)]- (A31) “‘I 
Thus WI 
G,(z) =R’[; Gf,f(z)]sr. (A32) [13’ 
So, Gk(z) can be obtained by synthesizing the (p - 1)~ 
(m - 1) LBR transfer matrix CL’)< z) and making the inter- 
connection shown in Fig. 8. Thus the dimensionality of the 
synthesis problem has been reduced, by “decoupling’: the 
“memoryless” portion of G,(z). If Gh’)( z) is also degener- 
ate, we can then repeat this process until we eventually 
arrive at a nondegenerate all-pass matrix Gir)( z). 
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